Courses taught in English

Sector: human and social sciences
LEGENDE
-

- BACHELOR (LICENCE 1)
- BACHELOR (LICENCE 2)
- BACHELOR (LICENCE 3)
- MASTER 1
- MASTER 2
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION, CULTURE, COMMUNICATION, INFORMATION DOCUMENTATION (DECCID)

EDUCATION SCIENCES

Level: MASTER 2

SEMESTER: SPRING

- COMPARED SCHOOL: PILOTAGE, REGULATION, ORGANIZATION
  6 CRÉDITS (ECTS)
FACULTY OF HUMANITIES
LANGUAGE SCIENCES
Level: BACHELOR 2 (LICENCE 2)

SEMESTER: AUTUMN

• THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE
  3 CRÉDITS (ECTS)
SEMESTER : SPRING

- LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT
  3 CRÉDITS (ECTS)
FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY – PHILOSOPHY

LANGUAGE SCIENCES

Level: **BACHELOR 1** (LICENCE 1)

**SEMESTER: AUTUMN**

- **DAVID HUME: DIALOGUES CONCERNING NATURAL RELIGION**
  3 CRÉDITS (ECTS)
SEMESTER : SPRING

- DE LA LIBERTE (ON LIBERTY) AND
  UTILITARIANISM OF JOHN SUART MILLL
3 CRÉDITS (ECTS)
FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY – PHILOSOPHY
LANGUAGE SCIENCES
Level: MASTER 2 (LICENCE 2)

SEMESTER : AUTUMN

- 1ST SEMINAR: MEANING AND KNOWLEDGE
  6 CRÉDITS (ECTS)

- 2ND SEMINAR: CONTEMPORARY FRENCH PHILOSOPHY
  6 CRÉDITS (ECTS)

- 3RD SEMINAR: THE PHILOSOPHICAL TRADITION TODAY
  6 CRÉDITS (ECTS)

- DISSERTATION PROGRESS REPORT
  4 CRÉDITS (ECTS)

SEMESTER : SPRING

- 4TH SEMINAR: ETHICS AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
  6 CRÉDITS (ECTS)

- 5TH SEMINAR: PHENOMENOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY OF MIND
  6 CRÉDITS (ECTS)

- RESEARCH EXPERIENCE: PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH SEMINARS
  6 CRÉDITS (ECTS)

- DISSERTATION AND ITS DEFENCE
  4 CRÉDITS (ECTS)
FACULTY OF HISTORY – HISTORY

LANGUAGE SCIENCES

Level: **BACHELOR 2** (LICENCE 2)

**SEMESTER: SPRING**

- **INSTITUTIONS AND POWER DURING THE MIDDLE AGES**
  
  3 CRÉDITS (ECTS)
FACULTY OF HISTORY OF ART AND ARCHEOLOGY - HISTORY OF ART
LANGUAGE SCIENCES

Level: **BACHELOR 2 (LICENCE 2)**

**SEMESTER : SPRING**

- **ART, ECONOMY AND SOCIETY**
  3 CRÉDITS (ECTS)

**SEMESTER : SPRING**

- **NINETEENTH-CENTURY EUROPE**
  3 CRÉDITS (ECTS)